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‘*'e-#¢em'¢ to eI1<>th@r issue of THE sssesrsm ANARCHIS1‘. Vol 1 No s marks 2 years of
regular (quariflrly) publication, we hope that now we are well established as a
m°IBtI@€ul8rIAnarchistpaper, that a few mere people will be prepared to subscribe;
We are sticking our necks out and producing 750 copies of this issue, (compared tg
see usual 5-6OQ),se let's have same support.
h dehave:eenveryIact1ve oyer the last few months, despite unprescedented pOlice

arraasmen - Pr°du¢1ne leaflets: 3ti°k¢T5s and getting 1nvolved in many areas of
the struggle. t_ ~ i  

I  Our last ‘Readers Meeting’ was considered quite successful despite the traublet
fr°m th°IQuak@T8 (see page 5),and about 7 new people turned up. We hope that more
of you will come to the next !Readers Meeting‘, we know we have readers out there
seseshere, so why not come slang and get involved,I
I ss we go~to§ress tsere is still resistance in the pit sress, backed up by incre_
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OvER THE REcEHT MONTHS S0uTH YORKSHIRE PoLIcE HAvE sTEPPEO UP HARRAss-
MENT or ANARCHFST PAPER-sELLERs IN AN ATTEMPT To INTIHIDATE us OFF THE
sTREETs.

ON SAT. 22H0 DEc, 0uR PAPER sELLERs wERE THREATEHEB WITH ARREsT, BY A
SENIOR coPPER AH0 TWO GRUNTS, IF THEY 0:0 NOT STOP SELLING AND MOVE ow.
THE SENIOR c0PPER, WHO REFUSED TO GIVE HIS NAME AND NUMBER, AT FIRST SAID
THAT THEY HA0 RE0ETvE0 COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE CONTENTS or ‘THE SHEEEIEL0
AHARcHIsT'. BUT HHEH ASKED IF THEY HA0 AcTuALLY REcEIvE0 A SPECIFIC COMP-
LAINT, HE SA!D THAT THEY HA0 HBT YET REcEIvE0 ONE, BuT HE THOUGHT THAT
THEY MIGHT AB THE 00HTE~Ts or OUR PAPER wERE "0BscE~E”. WHEN ASKED TO sAY
WHAT, sPEcsE:cAELT, HA5 OBSCENE, HE sAI0 THAT THERE wAsH'T ACTUALLY ANY-
THING 0BscEHE TH TT, BUT THE CONTENTS WERE “oEEEHsIvE'. WHEN ASKED To
JUSTIFY THIS, HE sAI0 THAT THE MAGAZINE wAs OFFENSIVE BEcAusE IT wAs
'A0AI~sT BQYERHHEHT".

THE FQLLQHTHB SATHRBAY (29TH'DEc.). 4 'SHEEFIEL0 A~ARcHIsT' PAPER-
SELLERS HERE BBBBEHLY 0EscEH0E0 BY 6 PIGS AND A PIG cAR. THEY WERE UNDER
DIRECT'ORDEHS PEBH wEsT BAR To sEIzE ALL COPIES OF *THE<SHEFEIEL0 AHARcHI-
sT'. THERE HERE BHLY 6 COPIES LEFT, THE REST HAVING BEEN ALREA0Y SOLD 0R
BIYEH AHAY, WHSCH THE PLo0 WERE QUITE uPsET ABOUT (o~LY 1 EAcH), AND THEY
PRocEE0E0 To BEABBH THE BAG or A BYSTANDER IN A PATHETIc ATTEHPT TO CAP-
TuRE H0RE coPTEs. THEY REFUSED TO GIVE A REcEIPT FOR THE CONFISCATED MAG-
AZINES, OR EVEN EH EXPLANATION AS TO WHY THEY WERE BEING TAKEN} THE PAPER-
sELLERs HERE T0L0 THAT THEY w0uL0 ETHB OUT wHAT IT WAS ABOUT IF THEY HEHT
DOWN To WEST BAR PBLIBE STATIOM.

LATER, AT WEBT BART THE SENIOR coPRER IN CHARGE OF THE OPERATION SAID
THAT HE w0uL0 HBT ALLow ‘THE SHEEEIEL0 AHARcHIsT' TO BE soL0 IN SHEEFIEL0.
AND THAT AHYBHE BAHBHT DISTRIBUTING IT WOULD BE ARREsTE0 FOR 'BEHAvIouR
LIKELY TO ¢AusE A BREAEH OF THE PEAcE'.

SI~cE THE 29TH DEE. WE HAvE CONTINUED TO DISTRIBUTE ‘THE SHEFFIELD
A~ARcHIsT' AS BEBT WE cAH,.0EsPITE A SUBSTANTIAL PoLIcE PRESENCE on FAR-
GATE EvERY SATBEBAY. TH FACT, WE PRAcTIcALLY SOLD OUT OF THE LAsT ISSUE
TH REc0R0 TIHEE THAHEB To THE EFFORTS OF 0uR PAPER-sELLERs, AND THE comm-
ITMENT or soHE ET BER REA0ERs. THE P0LIcE PRESENCE on FARBATE HAS CONSIST—
E0 or PLAiN—CLOTH€5E As WELL As UNIFORMED PIGS, IT REALLY IS A LAUGH TO
sEE ALL THE uHIP0RHEB GRUNTS HIDING IN sHoPs ('RA0I0 RE~TALs' IS THE FAV-
ouRITE) T0 TRY AH0 HIEE us. MoRE SERIOUSLY, WE KNOW or cAsEs WHERE PEoPLE
WHO HAvE HAHABEB T0 QBTAIN A coPY OF ‘THE SHEEEIEL0 AnARcH|sT', (ANO HAVE
BEEN READING TT 0E EARRYIHB IT IN THE sTREET). HAYE BEEN STOPPED AND
QUESTIONED BY THE TTETH.

DEsPITE THE IHTTHTBATIBH or THE POLICE, wE SHALL CONTINUE T0 PUBLISH
AH0 DISTRIBUTE *§HE SHEFFIELD A~ARcHIsT'.

EEEEQ;l§ELl2MiJll_
WRITE To THE PQEESHEND/OR SouTH YORKSHIRE POLICE COMMITTEE
SuBscRTBE T0 ‘THE EHETETEL0 ANARCH|ST', AND BE AssuRE0 OF EAsILY OBTAIN-
ING A c0PY.  
TAKE c0PIEs T0 EELE TO YouR ERIEn0s.
LET us KNUW 0P AET EHQPB THAT MIGHT BE sYHPATHETIc.
STREET-SELL TH TEEE AREA A
THAHKYOU EQR THE EEBPQHBE wE HAVE HA0 so EAR. I
 §I ‘w'flfl-n'fl  nE 1|‘. -I I I

Q I‘

A l ‘ ' "i 0-‘ ' - ' 'notluaf EBEEEEEBE EHEBlv1ng the pollce took place outside Sheffield City Hall before
Iinnock s supp0seé TTEEE, when an Anarchist selling ‘CLASS WAR’ was assaulted by
Ser cant 1086 B -TR A-I3 EXZEEE B00 threatened with being charged under auction S of the Public
Order Act.
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There have been strikes and disruptive actions at several Sheffield schools recently.
The actions appear to have started on March the 6th, the 1st anniversary of the
miners strike, and have spread since then.
MARCH 6TH - Over 200 pupils, many from nearby Hurlfield school, took part in a full-
scale riot at Ashleigh Comprehensive. A vicar who attempted to help teachers restore
order was hit in the ribs with a brick. Windows were smmhed, and cars and other
vehicles were attached. In addition, there were walk-outs and actions at other
Sheffield schools.  
MARCH 7TH --» About'15O pupils walked out at City School after 10 pupils were discipli-
ned because of their pat in a walk-out the previous day. They then marched to nearby
Brook School to join 50 pupils who were involved in a protest there.
MARCH BIB ...’.‘*‘i4£}ore ‘chm 150 pupils from 3 schools walked out of lessons, and joined
forces, they are refusing to return until there is an mzesty for all those suspended
or expelled for pert in the school strikes. About 50 pupils picketed Brook
School. At Ualtheof School, Manor, pupils were surrounded by the ploliccq,“ and-"Tc 16
year old was 2.1-meted for allegedly obstructing the highway. ' '

There have also been disruptive actions and strikes by pupils at Dcncaster schools.
six schoolgirls frm a South Yofishire pit village were suspended from

Edlington Comprehensive near Doncaster after. taking part in a protest in support of
the miners. About 20 3rd, 4th, and 5th fomers disrupted arms, chmted aloe, and
staged a sit-in in front of school buses. The sir girls suspended were the only pupils
that teachers were able to identify by sifljt. Local HUM leaders condmnod the actions
of the pupils‘-1.

Education officials, police, and press, unable to believe that anyone can think for
thmselves, are trying to blme the school protests on Foutsiders‘ . They have paticu=,--
Lflrly tried to link the actions with Sheffield Anarchists in their search for a ‘pol-
itical scapegost‘. The oppression of young people is so blatant that you'd have to be
an idiot _n_q_t_ to see it end react against it.

Similarly, the authorities are trying to make scapegoats of 2 people arrested rece-
ntly in E...On Tliondey the 11th of February a. 17 year old nan was arrested
outside Nab Wood echo}. in Shipley, West Yorkshire, He was taken to Shipley police
station and questioned about a pmphlet he had been handing out. ls a result of this
questionim the police sent to an address in Keighley, and arrested a second person.
The police searched the home and thm took the man to Shipley police station to be
questioned. They were both kept overnight and .questioned every hour. The police gave
thm sausages and fish end chips to eat - they are both vegans. The second person
has been charwd eith unlawfully inciting pupils at Nab Wood school to omit crimin-
al dm%. The police are now claiming that he was at the school handing out leaflets.
After their first court eppearwce the pair were let out on bail, but the conditions
are strict; they are not to move from their present address, and are not allowed to
go out before 10m or between 12 and 4.50m. This was much harsher than evm the
prosecution Imnted - the reason was that the head magistrate was an education offici-,
al. »

The police are Taming to link the above case with several recent actions in West
Yoflshire schools. In one incoident 500 pupils marched through Bradford with flags
and placi, mwhim wmdows and halting traffic, before storming Bradford City
Hall. A 15 year old had his emu severed when police slmed the gates on it.
Another pupil edto pick the twb up, but police shoved back the crowd further,
cmsing him to drop the thumb, md it was trampled on. Angered even further by this
the protesters ran back out and blocked several roads before going on another rmpage.

Q
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QUAKEES GO ON THE OFFENSIVE

we would like to apologise to anyone
who came to our last ‘Readers Meeting‘

2 and failed to find us. The meeting
should have been at the so-called
Friends meeting House, but unfortunat-
ely we had to transfer to Victoria
Hall, after the meeting had been
advertised. It would seem that now

k 1 t dQua.ers are no longer a persecu e- . . . hould travel to Doncaster when there wasminorit some of Sheffield’ S A _ _
- -y’- % S Quaker? no match on was not explained. The incci-think it is time to go on the offensi-

ve. we have held many meetings at the

>

IN DONCASTER

Several shop windows and a squad car
windscreen were smashed, and police were
attacked in Doncaster town centre on
Friday night March 8th. The trouble
started when miners attacked scabs.
The Sheffield ‘Star’ tried to distort
the situation by claiming that it had
something to do with Sheffield United
supporters, though why United supporters

dent involved a couple of hundre people
Friends meeting House over several SCHOOL 'GRASS' SCHEME

ar " ft b k‘Ye aZ’van9 at.er, O? lng our last South Yorkshire Police's latest sceme isRe e_s Nee ing there, we were ,
to set up a Junior crime prevention‘ d ‘ d‘ d t 'suprlse and lsmaye O recleve panel‘ in Sheffield schools in an attempta letter from their bookings

t f . t ll th to get pupils to grass on their mates.secre ary re USLH" 0 a ow e use A .
' 3 As a result of a meeting between teachersof their facilities to Anarchists. . .

- union re resentatives and olice aSome of Sheffield‘s Quakers were _ P _ P , ’ ,
also involved in getting our notice; A ‘pllot scheme] is planned for berries

Road Comprehensive.board removed from the Peace Shop,
and in trying to get us expelled
from the Peace liason Committee.

The Sheffield Anarchist
Readers Meeting.

Meet 7-30 l4€h May
AT 'COI~'£MOH'GROUND' cm THE WICKER (NEAR
THE moms) . ALL commas WELCOME.

NOTTINGHA CONFERENCE

Several comrades journeyed to Nottingham
one weekend in February to attend an
annual Midlands anarchist "get-together".
About 9O people attended to participate
in workshops and socialise. A diverse
number of subjects were covered and the
original topics were soon lost as the
conversation ranged freely.

Topics supposed to be covered were:
Animals, Education, Pacifism, Squatting,
Sexism, Miners, Ireland, Terrorism, Class
War. i

Once we'd finished trying to untangle
the world we set about.tying ourselves
up in a show of strength in a kiddies
playgrfiund.

Thanks to Notts=@. but isn't a set
"entry fee" a bit off when you don't even
know how many are coming._  5

THE ANVIL CINEMA. . . latest.

As we all know Sheffield City Council
are QQQ going to make any cuts and are
going to defy the government.......or
are they, it seems very strange that
they are going to move the anvil to
save money,and move the anvil to the
old library theatre which only has one
screen as ppposed to the Anvil's three
at the present time.

The man behind this proposal is called
David Brown (Labour councillor for
Darnall and head of Arts
and libraries comittee)
Tel. Sheff 304520 and his
address is 28, Clarendon
Court, Car bank lane, S11.

The Anvil Support Camp-
aig is advocating writing
lots of letters to David
Blunkett stating an objection to the
'closure‘(he has to write back) _ '

op fdate.
Final copydate or the next issue is
Friday 24th.May.Articles in after
this date cannot be guaranteed incl-
usion in the next issue.
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.MORE PIG VIOLENCE

At Sheffield Magistrates Court in late
February a NUPE official told how a
policeman had coshed him with a metal
bar at a picket line outside the Trent
Regional Health Regional Health Autho+
rity Headquarters at Fulwood. The
official said that he had been dragged
out of the crowd, kicked several times,
and called a "Communist bastard". The
copper then dragged him round the back
of a police va, took off his tunic,
and pulled a slim metal bar about 10
inches long from his pocket. The pig
then brought the bar down across the
back of the man's neok in a "rabbit
punch". The man passed out, but came
to to find"a pile of policemen“ on
top of him, and he realised he was
having "some sort of fit", he spent 5
nights in hospital. Another copper
prevented a picket from helping the man
when he was having the fit.

The assaulted man was later charged
with assaulting a pig, but this was
dismissed. Three other union officials
were also arrested and charged.

The magistrate critisised Chief
Inspector Albert Lythgoe,_who was in
charge of the police operation, for
several charges "brought in error".
The magistrate also castigated all the
police for their bad language.

A'Morning Telegraph’ reporter said
that he had been "suprised and shocked"
by the actions of the police.

The picket was in protest at contract
cleaners replacing Health Service
employees.
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KINHOCK DOESN'T SHOW

Sheffield Anarchists called upon the
people of Sheffield to give Neil
Kinnock a 'Scabs Welcome" on Jan. 29th
when he was due to attend a play about
the miners strike at Sheffield City
Hall. Getting involved in the strike
from the safety of a theatre seat
turned out to be too much for Kinnock;
He didn't turn up!
KIHNOCKIO ON VIOLENCE
The following extract is taken from
Kinnock's biography, as published in
‘The Guardian‘:
"The ugliest week of'his career was

rounded off on Friday lunchtime in the
lavatory of the Grand Hotel. He was
alone, washing his hands, when a young
man walked in. Kinnock paid him no
attention. Suddenly the youth swung at
him with his foot, a high kick which
caught Kinnock a painful blow on the
elbow. The shadow education spokesman
(as Kinnock was at the time) pulled
him in close. "Then I beat the shit
out of him." when Kinnock joined his
companions in the bar he told them
what had happened. One went back in
to check, but the youth.had gone.
"Apparently there was blood and vommit
all over the floor", says Kinnock. A
few hours later he boarded a train out
of Brighton."

It seems that the hypocrite has
changed his tune since he became lead-
er of the Labour Party.
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FI'l‘ZWlL..lAM FlGil'l‘S on  
At a time when some people are beginning to believe the media lies about the miners
strike, the village of Fitzwilliam in west Yorkshire, stands as a shining example
of working class solidarity and struggle. During the 12 month old strike, not one
miner from the village has gone back to work. while other places have been divided,
‘the people of Fitzwilliam have stood solid. The whole communty have not only
defended themselves against massive police aggression - they have gone on the
offensive. Throughout the 12 months this small village has set an example to us
all 0

On July 9th, Fitzwilliam. came under a huge police onslaught, but the people
defended themselves admirably. when the battle was over, more than £100,000 worth
of damage had been done to NCB property, but 9 people had been arrested.

The Fitzwilliam Nine trial was, in their own words, a "traumatic experience"
for the people of Fitzwilliam, 7 of the 9 were found guilty at their trial at
Pontefract in December. Magistrate David Loy ignored overwhelming evidence of
police brutality. For example, one of the defendents, Peter Doody, was so severely
beaten with truncheons, while lying defenceless on the floor, that he sustained
15 weals on his back, and lay for 2 nights in hospital. Loy found him guilty of
‘Breach of the Peace‘, and gave him a 4 month suspended sentence.

Peter Hurst, an unemployed builder,was sentenced to 6 monthes in prison.

I

Despite attempts by the NUM to sabotage solidarity with Peter, and other impris-
oned miners, the people of Fitzwilliam, who have formed the Fitzwilliam Prisoners
Aid Committee, have continued to stand by their comrades. (See elsewhere in this
issue for more information about F.P.A.C.) G

If,and when, this strike is sold out, those who have remained solid will not
have lost,for they can hold their heads high anywhere, and they have also learned
a lot from hard struggle. These lessons will not easily be forgotten, they have
seen the betrayal by the Labour Party and TUC, they have seen through the Trots
who tried to milk them, they have seen the police violence and the tactics the
state is prepared to use to crush class struggle, they have seen how cunningly
the media lies. But, most of all, during this strike, they have learned that toget-

-her they are strong, they have seen their own power, they have learned how to
organise, collectively, without leaders. The Womens Support Groups and the Hit
Squads have been an inspiration to us all. a

And if this strike ends tomorrow, make no mistake, the fight will go on.
2/5/85

"WE'LL STAY OUT TILL HELL FHEEZES OVER" - Fitzwilliam miner, 27th January 1985

the betrayal comes. . . . . .. v
The day after the above article was written and typed-out, and only minutes after
it was layed-out, the NUH called for an unconditional return to work. Has there
been a strike, rising or revolution in history, in which leaders have not betrayed
the people? . -

.Many miners already knew, in their hearts, that they would be betrayed by the
NUM.leadership, nevertheless, when it came, it still came as a staggering blow,
greeted with anger and tears in the steadfast pit communities.

The interests of any ‘leadership’ are always very much different from those of
the people it claims to represent, and so betrayal is inevitable; power corrupts.
When Jack Taylor says "The thing that's important to us is to have a union" he sums
up well the attitude of the proffessional trade unionists.

The HUM leadership have demonstrated once again, as they have done throughout
the strike, that they are out of touch with the wishes of their members, and out
of step with their militancy. when Arthur Scargill announced the decision of the
special delegate conference to the miners assembled outside Congress House, there
were unanimous cries of "H01", and they chanted "We're not going back". As Scargill
retreated back into Congress House, a Scottish miner screamed; "We've given you our
hearts, we've given you blood, we've given you everything,'and then you sell us out
Davie Jones and Joe Green died on the picket line for this, and you turn round and
31aP us in the face with a big fish.gWe'll never go back to work. You're tarred and
feathered with the rest of the scabby bastards." }
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betrayal cont.
Although Yorkshire HUM originally voted against the proposed return to work at

the special delegate conference, they were the first area to vote (68 to 8) to
accept the return to work call. Yet,again, this decision was not reflected in the
actions of the rank and file membership. The night after the sell-out, there were
widespread attacks on HCB property, in this area, and throughout the country. Many
picket lines saw the biggest turn-out for weeks, and it wasn't all toasting the
NUM leadership with whiskey, there were arrests at Askern colliery, and at picket
lines throughout the country, miners said they would defy the decision. At one pit
in South Wales, at least 300 pickets said that they had no intention of returning
to work.

when the HUM leaders decided to call for a return to work they turned their
backs on the thousands of men who have been sacked, and more than 170 who are in
prison. They have also turned their backs on the pit communities who have stood so
firmly behined the strike. You might think that the miners would have become so
accustomed to betrayal during this strike, that they would have been prepared for
a sell-out by the EUH leadership,(and many were), but no matter how much you expect
it, betrayal always comes as a kick in the balls.

4/5/as  

 EN FHTZWHILILHAM
On the day of the EUH*s ‘return to work‘, the pit in Fitzwilliam (Kinsley drift)
had the strongest picket line for monthes, as many of those previously arrested
defied their hail conditions, and went to show that they were still on strike.
Neither the HUM, nor the police (who had again destroyed the picket hut) could
keep them away. Hobody from the village went back to work at Kinsley.

There were similar scenes at pits throughout the area. At Barrow, an ‘organised
return to work‘ of 800 led by Arthur Scargill was turned back by flying pickets
from Kent. Kent miners rejected the return to work call at a mass meeting held the
day after the Congress House meeting. Despite considerable police harrassment
against the flying pickets that Kent sent to Yorkshire,(at one pit they were given
one minute to get away from the pit gates or be arrested, and at another they were
told that they had 24 hours to leave the county),they brought a "breath of fresh
air" to the pit communities, and gave renewed enthusiasm to fight on.

At Prince of Wales colliery, strikers returned to work, but only long enough to
beat the shit out of the scabs, and then get back on strike.

At many collieries where there had been a large return, miners walked out again
after the management started to grind the heel down. At several pits, miners who
went in at 9.00am as instructed by the NUM, were sent home for being late for work.

In Fitzwilliam, the EUR branch officials, shocked by what had happened, held a
meeting of Kinsley miners, to try and persuade them to go into work. Many Fitzwill-
iam miners do not work at Kinsley, and so they were prevented from attending the
meeting, as were the womens Support Group, and the rest of the community. (The Kent
miners said that at their meetings everybody was invited, and freely allowed to
speak.) After considerable rank and file pressure, one Kent miner was allowed in
to the meeting to speak, but another who was also allowed in, was expelled from the
meeting when he attempted to speak, a ,

A branch official who tried to make out that it would be O.K. for miners to
cross ‘unofficial’ picket lines was shouted down. "It doesn't matter if it's an
official picket line or an unofficial picket line, a picket line's a picket line,
and you don't cross them. Get off your knees you bums!" s

The “No Sell-out" line was backed-up further when members of the Womens Support
Group stormed the meeting, and made it clear where they stood - firmly behined the
strike. '

Attemptfi b3 the union beuracrats to undermine the strike were defeated; the
meeting decided unanimously to stay on strike.

As we go to press the strike is still on.
"THIS STRIKE AIfi'T STARTED YET."
- Fitswilliam miners 5/5/65
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FITZWILLIAMLPRISOHERS AID COMMITTEE
 

Following a:massive attack by the police on
the community of Fitzwilliam, Vest Yorkshire,
and the ensuing riot, 9 people were arrested,
and 7 of them were convicted - Peter Hurst,
an unemployed builder was sentenced to 6
nonthes in prison.

Following the traumatic experience of the
Fitzwilliam Nine trial, Fitzwilliam Prisoners
Aid Committee was set up. They are supporting
ALL those imprisoned for their support of the
miners strike, no.matter where they were
arrested, or for what alleged offence. Despite
attempts by the Yorkshire HUM to sabotage
solidarity with the prisoners (including
taking away the Fitswilliam.minibus) the
F.P.A.C. have continued to give active support
to their imprisoned comrades.

The F.P.A.C. produces a.monthly bulletin,
with an up to date list of prisoners to
encourage people to write to them, copies
are available from the address below.
Send donations to:

FITZHILLIAHsPRISONERS AID CGMMITTEE,
e c/0 4 HOCKINGHAM ST.

FITZWILLIAM,
Near'PONTEFBACT,-

WEST YORKSHIRE.

SHEFFIELD PRISONERS SUEPGHT GROUP

Although recently formed, we see the work of
prisoners support groups going far beyond the
miners strike. we hope to offer as much support
to our friends in prison as possible, and to
work with existing prisoners support groups,
and those we ho e will be formedn P -

‘He are opposed to the seperation of those
convicted for overtly political resistance,
and their fellow prisoners. Most workingaclass
prisoners are inside for ‘crimes’ against
capitalism. All prisoners are political prison-
ere.

Ls Anarchists we believe in the liberation of
all prisoners, however,until the revolution, we
must give full support to our comrades inside,
and.their families. l

So far we have had contact with ClassTNar
Prisoners Aid, who have sent us their list of
those imprisoned during the:miners strike. and
we have been able to offer some assistance to
Fitzwilliam Prisoners Aid Committee, hopefully
we will be printing their next bulletin for
then. If you would like to contribute>towards
the cost of this project send us a donation
(specifying what it is for).  

w I  ]‘:)
Continued on next page
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STRUGGLE
CLASS WAR PRISONEHS AID

Another group formed to help those
imprisoned during the miners
strike are Class War Prisoners Aid
Their basic positions are;
1) Full support to imprisoned
miners: Collect money for them and
their dependents, visit them in
prison, write to them, etc.
2) Oposition to all attempts by
union bureacrats to rstrict solid-
arity with prispners.
3) No to'political status‘.IMost
prisoners are in jail for taking
back part of the-value produced by
them and their fellow workers. we
are against any separation of *
miners fro their class comrades
in prison and outside.
4) Maximum solidarity on both
sides of the prison walls. y
5) Only working class solidarity
can win anything from the strike
and release the prisoners.

Class war Prisoners Aid can be
contacted at the following
address;  

Box cwri,
555 HOLLOWAY no.

LONDON N7.
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:.;1~aFF1rin PRISONIBS SUPPORT GROUP comp. mm THANKS T0 ‘CLASS WAR PRISONERS my
FOR sawnrmc US THEIR LIST or PRISONERS.we have algae-di :3‘:-‘Pi igegriizier mop THEM A LINE, sue Ram-1BER ‘BHAT ALL

“S ° es a ‘S B LETTERS ARE READ BY THE scasws.we can send them. And we hope to organise
public meetings, hold collections, and
publish at least one pamphlet. A E

we are organising a raffle to raise funds "AN REYBOWHO
for Sheffield Prisoners Support omup, all "*'<>HAEI- EREYB<é>W;'<;335) H.M.PR I sow.
mone collected will go towards direct HAROLD JONES G I. ARM!-E\GY
support of prisoners. Tickets cost 20p each $5“ KQARSHELL LEEDS
(+ SAL" please if you are purchasing them PARY T"-L-WARD L512 ZTJ-
through the post). Prizes are as follows: AUL RUMANA. VIRGO
 1ST PRIZE - £3 book voucher for ‘The
Sheffield Anarchist‘ bookstall JOHN E|_|_|5 H M PRISON
2m) PRIZE ... A copy of ‘Don't Mark His ';‘AR*<R9|@RgOLD FEATHERQTQNE

Face‘, a book about the Hull prison riot. W WETE ¥ OR NEW ROAD_ _ ILLIAM AYL W
3R1) PRIZE - A subscription to ‘The v\%‘6E§gG"PT°"
Sheffield Anarchist‘. R

The winning tickets will he drawn at the _
next ‘Sheffield Anarchist’ ‘Readers Meeting‘ TERRY FRENCH (B73383) H.M.F’R|s0N.
onE14th May at ‘Commonground‘ (9.00pm). p WANDSWORTH,

. . P.O.Box 757,
If you know of any prisoners who would like HEATHF I ELD RD-
a bit of support and/or recieve ‘The
Sheffield Anarchist‘ let us know. LONDON SW18’

PETER HuRsT(G78282)H.M.PRIS0N.
ANDRE BRADLEY HAvER,GG,
KEVIN BIAL H_M_pR|5ON' M|LLAM,
DAVID JAMES SUDBURY CUMBR|A_
,‘§“ER PEgg."S$fiwELL DERBY-  CHRIS THOMAS 3H.M.PR|s0NnlCHAEL U - H5TEVE_@0ODALL DP5 55 MIKE WINSTANLEY STRANGEWAYS

E SOUTHALL ST.
-DAN KESTLE MANCHESTER, M50
ESTEPHEN GREGORY H_M_pR|5ON_
VICTOR GREGORY L,NCOLN,
J|MMY LEE GREETWELL RD_ "I was not a prisoner, merely;
5, MEETH |_|NCoLN_ I was an Anarchist "in the hands

LN2 4BD_ of the enemy."
V Alexander Berkman

Prison Memoirs of an Anarchist
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I think that we live in a pretty sick society, and compared to some of the things
that go on, smoking is probably very much of a lesser evil. However, despite the
fact that the question of smoking raises some important political issues, and I think
some pretty obvious contradictions, it has been largely side-stepped or ignored by 1
Anarchists (and lefties). At a time when smoking is becoming increasingly unfashionable
in wider society, paticularly among the working—class, and to an even greater extent
aniong the young, this is not mirrored in Anarchist circles» In Sheffield, at least,
the majority of Anarchists seem to smoke. There must be some deep sociological reason
for this, but I am not sure if it is left-over, mis-guided, juvenile ‘behined the bike
sheds’ rebelliousness, plain trendyism , or what. However, I think it does show up a
gap in political consciousness - at a tim when we are inmreasingly thinking about
things like authority roles, covert sexual harrassment, dominance within relationships,
etc. the fairly obvious one-sided oppressive relationship between smokers and non-smoker:
is ignored. Even the supposedly considerate attitude of som smokers is transparently
false. When smokers lay their fags on the table and say "Is it alright if I smoke?" A
they are really saying "Am I going to get my way, or are you determined enough to kick
up a fuss and cause an unpleasant scene?". Surely there are purities between this and
sole forms of rape. i

The third world is starving to feed your habit. Good land, badly needed to grow crops
is squandered in order to provide your fags. Last year Ethiopia produced 1,375,000,000
cigarettes.

Smokers pollute the air, and are walking refuse-tips. At the Anarchist Centre the
smokers there "never" dropped their fag butts on the floor for other people to sweep up,
yet the floor, and everything else, was always covered with fag-ends, cigarette ash and  
dead matches - and somebody dropped them.

The accidents caused by smokers are considerable, every year people die and are inju-
red in fires caused by smokers.

Anarchists have a higher chance than most people of being imprisoned, and in prison
your tobbacco addiction will be used as a punishment and a way of controlling you.
Ppison is not a good place to stop smoking, so why not stop now, before your habit
compromises yop.even further?

What about the testing of the effects of smoking on animals in vivisection labratori-
es? Changing bnands or smoking roll-ups simply side-steps the issue Animals are being
tortured, not only for ‘quality control’, but in order to try and find cures for cancer
ridden smkers.iVegans who spend their time tirelessly searching the backs of crisps
and biscuits paékets for the offensive 'E's' conveniently ignore the fact that the gum
on their Rizla papers is made from boiled animal bones.

The society of the spectacle tries to con us into believing we need so many useless
commodities to mke us happy. T.V.'s, fast cars, fashionable clothes, etc. all are used
as trinkets to buy us off. They try to convince us we need this junk to be happy, in p
order that we will devote our lives to a never-ending quest for the next great'commodity'
‘Bread and Circuses' on a grand scale, and they laugh all the way to the bank. Few
commodities are pushed as much as (or can be as useless as) cigarettes, and smokers have
fallen hook, line and sinker for the image the tobbacco ads feed us. -

By smoking in public places, smokers not only aid the advertisers in selling smoking
to another generation of nicotine addicts, but they also pass on their ill health to -‘
everyone else. It's bad enough not being able to go upstairs on a bus without coughing
your guts up, but when Anarchists cannot be more considerate there is something serious-
ly wrong. The risks to the health of non-smokers caused by smokers are considerable,not
to mention the sheer unpleasentness of being drowned in smoke. Every week after the
Sheffield Anarchists meeting, I come home smelling like an ashtray, and when I smell my
clothes the next day, I nearly heave so badly that I have no choice, but to change them.
If the choice is either to put up with this or not attend meetings, then they aren't
Anarchist meetings.

I HOH#SMOKERS»ALM1IS GET THE BTT—END‘
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A Even those too young to object have to put up with tho selfish and oppressive ways

of the tobhacco tyrants. Before the recent national Anarchist conference lfl bherticld
we discussed the issue of smoking. We decided that we would ask smokers to sit to the
right of the room we were meeting in. A notice was put on the door asking smokers to dol h l ftthis, and card signs saying "No smoking please" were placed on the tab es to t e e
of the room. I came to the conference with a 5 week old baby, and sat at one of the no
smoking tables. Within minutes 2 people sat directly on either side oi her (the baby)l
and lit up. I moved, and put the baby's pram in the corner of the room, 5 minutes ater
she was joined by yet another group of inconsiderate smokers. It lS a wonder that herk' ‘ histshealth is not already irreperably damaged, as before she was born, smo ing nfl8fC
were just as inconsiderate with her pregnant mother.

tin an article about the tyrannyIt has taken me a lot of time to finally get to wri  g
of tobbacco, although I doubt if my words will have any great effect, these things have
to be said. Smoking is real oppression - here and now, and if you choose to ignore it
then you're a bloody"poor Anarchist.

A E BARN (the scourge of smokers?)

Footnote ' I would like to make it clear that there=are one or two smoking AnarchistsI

who I have always found to be genuinely considerate, and who take responsibility for
their habit to a large extent. I have also noticed that since I told people that I had

h h been an increase in the amount of considerswritten an article about smoking, t ere as - w e
tion being shown by some smokers, I hope that this trend continues. It's just a shame
that those things have to be said first, before smokers stop and think about their
selfish ways.

loo;n. Ina! l;*J
‘Q If “lit

Dear¥Qs,
I encountered your magazine at

a recent concert at Sheffield University.
At first I had my reservations, (Egad,
wot's this kidstuff, drivel, etc).
However, on examination I discovered, to
my delight, that the magazine was well
put together, cogently written, and more
importantly, (forgive the expression)
ideologically sound. I therefore wish to
subscribe. Please find enclosed the sum
of £2.00, use the remainder as you will,
just send me The Sheffield<@ at the above
address. I would also appreciate details
of any similar publications/organisations
in my own area.

Keep it together

DEED POLL

Dear Sheffield Anarchists,
s Someone has

just given me a copy of ‘The Sheffield
Anachist' Autumn 1984 issue, that they
bought in a street Din Sheffield last.
year. This is the first time I've ever
heard of it, and I found it very good
reading. Can you fell me whether youlve
 published any other issues since. If
.not could you tell me whether you can
(still supply the books and magazines
elisted on your book page and if they
ware the same price still. p E      13

I've enclosed a quid so if you've
published another issue could you
please send me one - thanks.

Love
CHRISTOPHER

Dear Sheffield Anarchists,
Many thanks for

sending me such a large wad of stuff in
response to my sending you ‘Me Myself I‘
It was most generous of you. I think
‘The Sheffield Anarchist‘ is just the
good side of mediocre. Although some of
the articles are interesting and are
obviously written from personal experien»
ce, I wanted more of yourselves. Perhaps
that is me trying to see The Sheffield
Anarchist for what it is not - an indivi-
dualist mag.

In any case please keep in touch and j
put me on the mailing list. Please write
back to acknowledge reciept of the enclo-
sed £2. I worry that our pals in blue
might be tempted by the filthy lucre if
they want to read this.

CLIFF
Dear All, ,

~ Many thanks for sending copies
of The Sheffield Anarchist. I did enjoy
reading.them and will be placing an order
for future copies.jMeantime, I've sent
some writings, and a out from our local
free rag. e   V

A Yours, Love & Anarchy
ANDREW I
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COLD?
Bch winter in this country, approximately 40,000 more elderly people die than do in

the smear months, according to the house of comons Hansard report of 10/3/83.
To worsen the situation, successive governments and their satellites, the regional

councils, squander untold mounts of vitally neededfuel on pointlessly heating their
plush, leather and mahogany furnished office buildinw. For proof of this, just look
at the Sheffield town hall;. two large buildings in the centre of town, one of which
is kept permanently lit and cmfortably heated. Police stations , apart from the cells,
are kept nice and cosy. Cmpare this ccnfort to the place where you live.

Apart frm the waste of fuel that these parasites revel in, just take a look at
their so-called "urban development" schmes. Vast sums of money are spent on such
ludicrous schemes as redevoping the Moor. The Moor has now had trenches dug in it,
walls built across it, trmlines have been uncovered, presumably to make it more

p p A difficult for elderly and people with disabili-
W "0 ‘ , ties to get across it and the crowning lunacy,Ti; UP\:€:— ' / a. bandstand, which has only been used twice to

" '  '- my haowledge (a1thou@ znmour has it that two
’ sixteenth century folk singers once used it).-I‘ —IP‘_'

"‘ ‘ W;  ”__: Add to this their egotistical delusion of

I-ix

grandeur, which urges thm to mploy chauffeurs
-— to drive aroundin their Rolls-Royces, and

.-’ 5,2, __ you can see clearly how much these
_ at g bastards care?’ about the people they claim to

/ / "represent" a.nd,even funnier, "care about".
'" .... Further,this uncaring waste of resourcesD"' __ T '"" X -—* can be illustrated vividly,when you consider

-pl-n-‘

—--4—-

Q-\ .

suus~3
- _ ;"$_____,__e. ;  the millions of pounds of tax and rate payers

_____ ._\ money that are spent on building nuclear
- _-~. shelters: the manpower services omission

/_H L J building has one,Midlands bank has one,Telecom
F f M house has one and,does anybody believe for one
‘ ‘r-—‘ "" "' seccnd,that that t;-fiheffields "nuclear free"

council are going to leave their cellars abandoned when—the balloon goes up ?'I‘he queen
has an entire mountain in Vales for her and her blood-sucking brood to sit (and laugh
at all the poor suckers outside.)
~ Canall this waste be justified ?
Hc,it is simply an excuse for the ruling elite,who claim that these ridiculous schemes
are "neeeeesary",to keep the "lower" classes in a. poor state of physical wellbeing,
since they spend so much on heating that they can't eat.ZDue to this low level of
physical wel1being,the so called "lower"c1asees are demoralieed and discouraged from
offering any active msietmemstate benefits are given,:|.n a eontemptible display of
cendescension, the levels of which are calculated to keep people poor and hungry.'l‘hose
people receiving these "benefits" are then told to consider how much worse off they
weuld be without their dole.8cne are passive enough to even be grateful for the pittau
-ce they are pacified with.-

Try to balance all this waste with the poverty you see all around you. Is the
place where you live cold? Is it damp? Are you being ripped off by greedy landowners
er a. greedy council?

The answer is simple : Take the matter into you-r own hands. The next time you are
celd, gab a few blankets, get on a bus into town and sleep in the comfort of your

‘friendly’ nei@bmm tom hall. After all, you are the ones who are paying to Beep

a

*""""'\'£|-._-_e-"""“'*"""""'""'

it wan / -  ,0 1 I L I _ J ii ‘/ ‘J I I41;’? I;

If you are or new smeene who is elderly or  
1.» - *disabled and want to do this, either ask sme friends 1 ;:~ /  

to help, or if you are not elderly er disabled,offer -1‘; A‘ " " /*
your help. Get thm to the town hall and prevent thm __ Mm-,_ -
frm be thown out use ferce if necessary v 'ins

It is your lives andthose of your friends that you fig ---/;_
1 Iwill. he saving. 40,000 a year is 40,000toe many, dent

be one of tha.
00CUPYYOURHEA&TGOVhTBUII.'D10RTGII4IHALL_H__Q_d_
(thanks to AGE coucm.........ue thanks to coroner Pilling.)
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‘E.For Thatcher to fight the Falklands War, she needed the
support of Big Companies. One such company is Thorn-EMI. It's
easy to say, "WELL, I DONT BELIEVE IN GOVERNMENTS, I'M NOT
GOING TO VOTE FOR THEM", because it only comes round once every five
years, but we buy from BIG MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES EVERY DAY.

Thorn-EMI own over 1,000 companies worldwide, that is in . . . . . . . . .. E‘!
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, India

_ Pakistan, Bermuda, Barbados, Malaysia, New Zealand, Australia,
f all over Europe and North and South America.
5 The sort of things they own are records, as everyone knows,-
“ electric light bulbs as most people know. They also make tele's

water heaters, video's, radio's elecrric fires and anything else
that you could name basically. They also own radio and TV
stations so that they can can get their consumerist messages
across.

They make radar ((seachwater) tested in the Falklands, two missile
systems and nuclear power stations). But don't get them wrong
they're not all bad ... If anything does ‘wrong’ they make the medi
medical supplies to get us all better again (although they cannot
bring you back to life . . . yet).

The 1983 Review of Company Activities said about the
electronics: "The Searchwater Radar was an outstanding
highlight in the company's fulfilment of all the obligations
resulting from the Falklands Campaign . . . since the year
end contracts have been recieved from the Ministry of Defence
totalling £35 million for Searchwater Radars." and the "division's

\¢
‘o-"' --9 -"

HaThorn = EMU “T.
AND THE 1\/IUSIC BUSINESS *~0 5:-' ,/\ _."
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leadership in advanced electronic warfare technology secured a E28 million
contract for systems to protect Royal Navy ships against detection and l

_location by hostile radar."
Sir Richard Guy Cave (Chairman of Thorn EMI gets £115,213 for being

on the board of directors. He is also councellor to British electrical
and allied manufacturers assn. Deputy chair of the British Railways .»¢#
Board. Memebr of the President's Committee of CBI.
On the Board of Tate & Lyle Ltd and also on the board of Thames
Television owned partly, if not wholly by Thorn EMI) said of the
electronics division in 1983 report. "The division made a notable
contribution to the Falklands Campaign by supplying equipment at 1

J llvery short notice
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DEADLY AIM . . . the "fires and forget " Exocet missile is launched at its target
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Profits‘ with M0D
Tom! (est fm fm

GEC 4,129 750 476
Racal S36 300 73 70
Plesscy 844 300 85 152 (175")
Fcrranti 272 170 I 8 I22
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-Thorn ~= EMU
8e THE MUSIC BUSINESS continued

Managing Director of the board, Peter Laister BSc Tech. AMLT
(he gets between 85-90,0UO from Thorn-EMI) he also is on the
hoard of many companies, the most interesting ones being BUPA

Arms Compuies paid £5mim°" Medical Centre Ltd and BUPA Medical Research and Developmentor liaore by the M00 I979/80
Ltd (govenor).

°"""“"' During 1982/83 they won a No of major contracts with the18-ritishAerosoucoAiroraitGrouo
2BrieishAerosooceDvnan1icG:ouo
3BrilishShiobuildors
{The General EloctricCoLtd
5ThaP|esacyCoLld
Gfiollsfiovce Ltd

Royai Ordnance Factories loll koyl
7 Wosllond Aircraft Ltd

£50m-fimm
8 = _:d

1‘ gnt1!td
I1 Hulgt-ing Asoooiitod lfldustnb Ltd

£25m-flrn
12 Domy Group Ltd
13 Lucas lnthistries Ltd
H Flacal Electronics Ltd
I5 Short Bros. Ltd

£10m-(Em
16 British Electric Traction Co Ltd

18 I Ltd
19Gm|hamLionLtd
20HaM:.erSiddo|oyGIoupLtd
21StandardTe4ophoa'nsandCablesLtd
Z2Morll1nilofCan'l:mdge

lingnoermglud
23PliknqtonBros.Lhd,
24CoaorE.IectromosLtd
25TheScngerColUK) Ltd

B ‘"' tome Authomv
Bviokenud

£83289giii;Z“;
HOHIHIQLEG

\MrolIaLmd
ChloridoGmupLM

Ltd
35Di¢inoonRot|inuonGroupLtd
$Dunlopl-loldingsud
37PhiliosElec1ronic&

As:I0l=iI19dlndu'lfliesLtd
$FotdHotorCoLtd
39G1iodlaysHokinpLtd
40Gua-lKaen&NIIfloiormLtd
4IRanhOrganisauionLtd
42RolbRoycaMolor

Hokinosud
43Ropr|arHo%L!d
M Stool Piatt Industries Ltd
45Van:ooaGroupLtd
46WoirGroupLtd
47Yarrow&CoLnd

' I
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Ministry of Defence, one was linking UK AEW defence system and
the US AWACS system to the UK Air Defence Network.

‘Au. we ARE snvuuo as awe Pears A cmuvu:-"
’nLL "rue? ARE sn~/mo as ewe us LOT5 °F MOVE)’

Don't get them wrong though, they do market revolution for
us (So that they don't seem too one sided).

'Give peace a chance’ John and Yoko,
'The Wall’ Pink Floyd
'Gandhi' partly distributed by Thorn- EMI
EMI records entertain us while they build weapons to destroy

us.

R’E\/oL.uTI0N TURNED cm/m\ooary.....

EMI own...Blue note, Cadenza, Capitol, Columbia, EMI (Angelic
Upstarts), EMI digital, EMI International, Harvest, HMV,
Liberty, Note, Nut, COdeon, Parlophone (Beatles), Regal,
Zonophone, Starlite, Sunset, Talisman, U.A. united artists
(stranglers), Waverley, Riot City (vice squad etc), Secret
(exploited etc), and they liscense RAK, Rolling Stones etc

That's what they will tell you about......Riot City land
Secret were secretly owned by EMI until it got out of the bag
and secret were taken out of the indie charts.

All the five major labels own most of the independent labels
probably around 90-952 in fact. »

One way that they get to own them is by starting them.
Someone gets a publishing deal with EMI and then with that
money they start the company and bring out the records for

lishEMIto pub .
The music business turned h1ppy,punk and skinhead music into

saleable revo1ution..........nice and safe.
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 SHOPPE/{S PARADISE
As I entered the super duper hyper megamarket,
The sparkling array of goods seduced my eyes,
I took s step towards them and the doors slammed shut behind.
I retraced my stepsand was quite surprised to find,
The mat on which I'd been stood was now a ‘no exit’ sign,
I felt a certain apprehension to progress anymore,
But I didn't have any option ‘cause now there was no door,
I felt that I was being watched, when I noticed a telescreen,
On it was ‘The price is right’, an episode I'd seen.
My suspicion was confirmed, when between the sponge white bread and chemical pies,
I detected a cluster of whirring remte controlled electrical eyes, '
Unobtrusive music oozed from the walls of the shopper's paradise,
It could have been the Kings Singers or something else-oh so nice,
I reached out for a basket, but soon lost my smile,
when shopping trolley grabbed me and dragged me off_down;tbe aisle,
Things jumped from shelves into the trolley as we passed,
Tins of baked beans on toast and elastoplast,
Things to preserve shelf life came mixed with each item,
My fingers grabbed for a ‘lion bar’,
I didn't expect it to bite 'em,
The signs I read said ‘buy or die, own or be owned’,
Exploit or be exploited, I inwardly groaned,
Price reductions and bargains, how cheap could goods be.
For dissatisfied customers there was a money back guarantee,
I wondered what a lifetime of dissatisfaction was worth,
As Leslie Crowther force fed me Stork and I was sick all down his skirt,
I thought I was safe but then started to sob,
When Cilla shoved a bar of choc sideways into my gob.
I staggered backwards and started to fall,
I think I was overwhelmed by it all,
I tripped over and fell into the deepeffeeley
Caught between the feuding Dutch and French cheese,
That was when my chance came to be free,
In a vision, ‘pay for your sins‘ Billy Graham said to me,
‘Go to the checkout altar and get down on your knees,
The money God is which we must all appease’.
From that day to this I have always given thanks,
Prayed to Wellington, Newton, Shakespeare and all the major high street banks,
I even stopped worrying , I've been happy once or twice,
Why not come live with me in the shoppers pradise.

 pl molesworth
J \

\.n Q;
. P _ .

The governhent's pro-emptive strike 0n.Molesworth peace-camp has proved once again
that the state will only tolerate non-violent resistance so long as it is not
considered a threat (or an embarrassment). After the swoop at Molesworth an.MOD
spokesman was quoted as saying "What is gratifying is that it was not neccesary
to use any force. It was always our intention to use the minimum force neccesary
to eject the trespassers, but happily this was not necessary." Like the farce at
Greenham, where the women there actually believed they could stop Cruise from being'
deployed, until they woke up one morning to find that the missiles had already been
out for a morning stroll, the events at Mclesworth show that this kind of resistan-
ce (sic.) is nothing more than an act of personal diversion, and should be seen as
such. Isn't it time we moved beyond these now increasingly sterile forms of protest
and really gave the nuclear state something to think about?



frcllcwing a legal victory by Victoria Gillich,(Cathclicmother cf10, and past
advocate of compulsory sterilisation for coloured immigrants), and pending an  
pappeal by the DHSS, it is preasently "not lawful" for family planning clinics,
idoctors, etc. to give contraceptives or advice about contraception or abortion to
,anyonejunder 16, without parental consent. This can only lead to an escalation in ‘
vthe number of unwanted children, ‘back-street‘ abortions, and generally an increase
“in the oppression of young people. In view of this situation we are publishing the
following contraceptive information.) I

' I

,If you are having sex you need to use a reliable method of contraception, do not
believe stories about being able to avoid pregnancy if you have sex standing up, or
stop prior to ejaculation (coming). The former is untrue, and the latter unsafe, as
sperm is often released prior to ejaculation. I

The sheath (Durex, rubber johnny, condom, etc.) while not being the safest(9?%
effective if used correctly, compared with nearly 10Q% effective for the Pill) or
the most convenient method of contraception, has the advantage of being the only
form of contraception that is freely available. Shesths can be bought from chemists,
herbalists, barbers shops etc , and they can also be obtained from slot machines,
which are often located in the men's toilets of pubs. There are also slot machines
lcf this kind in the ground floor toilets (mans and wcmens) of the Students Union.
WHAT IS THE SHEATH?: The Sheath is one of the oldest methods of birth control and,
apart from vasectomy (male sterilisation) is the only reliable method for a man to
115$. ~ I _ _ u 1 I l

Sheaths are made of thin rubber, and if worn over the penis during sexual intercou
-rec, prevent sperm from entering the woman and so prevent her from getting pregnant
Used carefully ON EVERY OCGASSION, preferably with a spermicidal cream or jelly (see
tSpermicides), the sheath can be a very reliable method of contraception. Out of 100
couples using this contraception method, there will be about 3 pregnancies each year
HO.SHOULD THE SHEATH BE USED?: The sheath should be rolled
onto the penis after it has become hard and erect and BEFORE
SEXUAL INTERCOURSE BEGINS. This is because it is possible for g
a woman to become pregnant if any sperm is spilt near the  up
entrance Of,'l’.h8eV8-81118» even if full intercourse does not
occur. The last half inch of the sheath (or the teat if ’”   
there is oné)e5hou1dbg left empty to recieve the male sex fluid
(semen). After ejaculation (coming), the man should hold the sheath firmly round the
penis so that the sheath remains in place until the penis has been withdrawn. Great
care should be taken at this stage that no sperm are spilt. It is important that a
new sheath is used each time that you have sex.  

There are many different types of sheath available, they vary in shape, colour,
 thickness and texture, most are lubricated, and at least one brand is coated with a
spermicide.
SPEHHICIDES ; Spermicides are chemicals which inactivate sperm, They come inn} main
forms ; Pessaries (rather like a tablet), creams and jellies, aerosol foams. They
 can be bought from chemists without a prescription, and when used in conjunction
‘with a sheath give added contraceptive protection. They also add lubrication,help
prevent soreness from friction of the rubber, and reduce the chance of the sheath
breaking.
HOW ARE THEY USED?: The spermicide should be placed in the vagina prior to sex
taking place. Pessaries should be placed in the vaina and gently pushed as far
inside as possible with the finger. Creams, jellies and aerosol foams can be applied
with a special applicator, which ensures that the right amount is placed high in the
vagina. Some people may find that one spermicide suits them.better than another.
Spermicides are a second line of defence against pregnancy, THEY SHOULD NEVER BE,
us-rm on THEIR own AS A nrruon or COHTRACEPTION.
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 G D?
The campaign for nuclear disarmament (CND) is an organisation with paid officials
(£7,000 each), ahierarchy and buraucracy etc.

Its aim is obviosly that of getting rid of nuclear weapons, no more, no less, it
has nothing to do with peace, it is a fallousy to call it the 'peace' movement, to
start with it is only a single issue group, has nothing at all to do with womens
liberation, animal liberation, racism (anti, obviosly) and all the 0¥hBF 101 things
that are sick in this society.

The hierarchy tries to maintain it as such, just another single issue group, with
no perspective on anything but nuclear weapons,(if you can call that a perspectiweJ
which weakens the whole thing.

Another thing that weakens the organisation are the type of people running CND,
Largely a 1efty~middle~class clique of often would-be polititlons and manipulaters
just so long as they are telling people what to do ,it makes them feel big.

CND organising one march a year (which up until last year were in London with each
CNDer wearing their CND badges. I really dont know what one march a year and wearing
badges is going to achieve, but i suppose it helps the demonstators ‘consciences’
(if they actually feel that one day a year they are fighting against nuclear weapons
(and hopefully when the government see's all the CND badges it will automatically
get rid of nuclear weapons)).

I suppose they think like Lynne Jones states in Sanity Dec 84......'Even the most
authoritarian government must rely to some extent on consent and factors such as this
must be considered in any non—violent struggle" anyone with any knowlegde of the
world would automatically think of Russia or nigh on any government to realise it is
rubbish, as authoritarian systems have no state conscience.

Even supposeably un-authoritarian states, Britain, America etc dont rely on public
opinion or consent (the majority of the population dont want Cruise or
Trident etc)

The statement also implies a struggle and changing the governments mind.
Strange to plead with a government (by nature violent) to get rid of j) ,w
nuclear weapons. i ). “M*Www

CND supports conventional warfare (they call it an alternative \\
defence policy) killing is alright unless it destroys everything— “*
what about Dresden everyone asks, if normal bombs are alright whats 3:?
so-terrible about nuclear weapons.......... f?g~“* ‘exam

Gettin back to war and govts =~»f*age~w IB _ log,’ 80
(are the two synonymous) CNDers ¢n%f.,fw$fiwm,1m

I“ The voting.(a) in the general "% &%,sro .‘"‘°
"me ' dd election (b) at their own :a,,HE:~..e=»-’ ma‘

fit do‘ odlfle e meetings. They on the whole
u llhido |I55 Pf J8‘en‘ I voted labour in the “‘<=w
L:|;O||r Pdr:y¢|0¢r"re:n|' 5'19"!‘ general election and i

'9'“ ¢1l¢m ‘hem 5" as such (by the condit- C PEA

/3’has

fffdegy ¢‘e n‘ Ur’ II. f d ‘of9 p9. d 5|;pP . "5 ions 0 . voting an maj- P 5
6"‘mmg ll‘ G: de|ib6l"a“o Meg ority rule) shouldn ' t A M()NEé% GROUP
W9 . WW7 "1 complain when their ORPEP‘

Ina". Bere‘-5:31”. party didnt win it..... Q F
be; hypocrisy. g

No\l°:“qB4
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G D?
Getting back to the Labour Party, a party which gave Britain their first nuclear

submarine and named it the Resolution, after the resolution they had made not to get
lnuclear submarines. Tony Benn, when energy minister, talked about how good nuc ear

power was? he didn't talk about them being bomb factories and very usefull for making
nuclear weapons. _

Now that they are in'opposition', nuclear weapons have hetome a vote-catcher, so
they bring out crap about what they will do when ‘we’ vote them into power, like
DEFENCE AND SECURITY FOR BRITAIN (see other page). Always trying to use and abuse.
They now ‘see’ that nuclear power is terrible, now that they aren't the government,
any bandwagon and they jump.

i0ver the last few years CND has grown, and with it the chance of making money has
gone up. During the late seventies, two major book publishers took a chance on ‘anti
nuclear weapons‘ feeling being the in thing.....it paid off and they made lots of
money out of the new anti's. As with the present day, smali companies usually lefty
are advertising in 'Sanity' etc. The capitalistic left...NOT THE YELLOW PAGES...how
sick, their directors are CND members wow we....You can buy anything related to CND,
candles, pottery, keyrings, earrings, balloons, t-shirts..........CND is being used by
unscrupulous CNDers.

Saleable ‘revolution’ is one thing that capitalists really love, they revel in it,
they have even gained extra people, who were in CND and saw a chance of making money
out of it. When the CND organisation does fizzle out, the capitalists will dissappear
along with the middle class CNDers, they will move on to the next trend and exploit
that. The real activists will be left.  

So what will CND achieve?The easy answer is nothing,CND wont achieve anything because
CND isn't really into achieving anything.Something as big and powerful as nuclear
weapons are not given up by governments easi1y,middle class wallies involved in a
sin le issue campaign really scares the gov't-. .' if ' ""'“""'

Hfi'-fin g we y .xm.-¢Qy;,¢~
8

CND (THE BURAUCRACY) are ieactionary,they are
part of the state,are into the parliamentary
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They did not support direct action like

greenham and are now too late for Molesworth.

liluh , 0 Room \ 100 19 4. 5
in assorted colour; flfiflltd \ 9 + q
umnwmmmmg \ .17 -,1
messages (slate quantities O“

Sheffield CND is exactly the same, they did
not supprt the peace centre in Sheffield, they

\ ,,.w ,:’.<»-°an Up, was
1'

didn't support greenham, do not support Sheff.

don't control it) "I don't support any direct °" l Os
action". laloonsflaflomflr _ e I

CND has got to be considered as a joke, but _’ 3%
what of alternatives, the women at greenham were ‘““'** n
after publicity....and got it....alot of it bad ‘EL; ii" y- V />/ \$g_q} .'/
but it is all they can expect of the media. I”:  i 45&qfl' //

/" ¢ 0Many people take action not in line with ‘g? I» I . ‘i *5; pf
heirarchical CND, (which if there is a threat) ‘fiwQ§p is  ., i(\ ///
there the threat lies. . . . . . . . . . . . W”; $5  : cox-'79
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eace radio Mick Elliot(ex Sheff CND chair,nowp .
National CND treasurer) said at a ‘get rid of
the sheffield peace centre meeting (because we

¢Products
ANDA PRODUCTS

T Eversley Lodge
West End;
Halifax,
West Yorkshire'HX2 7PZ . .0422-60570

I Beautifully made Rosettes: satin ribbon, gold
blocked; for all events.
ANGAL SERVICE TO FUHDRAIS-ERS (Bo: Dept.)
48a.Holmbush Road
London SW15 3LE . . . . . . . . ..O_1-788 5464-/1059
All flmday and collectim material; boxes, models,
devices, emblems, sashes, etc Related design and
print.
ANTFGUE TIMBER KITCHENS I T ' _ y .e"@--~“”"'“"”»»'“‘Brewed-I '9] I’°°"'
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'ANABCHISM AND THE NATIONAL LIBEBATION STRUGGLE‘ BY ALFREDO M BONANNO
BRATACH DUBH PUBLICATIONS

This is the revised eition of the Bratach Dubh Anarchist pamphlets No 1, translat-
ed and introduced by Jean'Weir. The text itself is a response to a real situation,
that of Sicily, where the forces of the right: the faacists,IHafia and CIA, each for
its own reasons are working together to form a seperate civilian state. The pamphlet
does not read like some cheap conspiracy thriller, but lays bare all attempts, and
these are numerous, to thwart the class struggle.

Of paticular interest to anarchists is understanding the bourgeois character of
many national liberation struggles.Indeed a lot of anarchists find it disappointing,
not least confusing, that world wide struggles end in political victory rather than
social revolution. In order to dispel any confusion this pamphlet is a must.

In my opinion there are three important areas covered. First the critique of the
.Marxist approach to national liberation struggles, and the problems this creates p
considering their monopoly in various situations. Interestingly enough the irrational
nationalism which lurks behined Marxist analyses can be alluded tqtin confrontations
between Bakunin and.Marx and Engels.

Secondly, the inclusion of good analysis by anarchists about the question of nati-
onality itself, paticularly ‘Nationalism and Culture‘ by Rudolf Rocker. And most
importantly the conclusions; anarchists do not participate in national liberation
fronts, but class fronts which may or-may not be involved in national liberation
struggles.

'DURRUTI : THE PEOPLE ARMED‘ BY ABEL PAZ
PUBLISHED BY FREE LIFE EDITIONS

This biography, written by an anarchist, is highly reccomended. There are no psyc-
hological posturings about the nature of his subject that you would expect from a
journalist, nor any deterministic evalutions which exclude facts that don't fit
theory, which you‘d expect of a historian. This biography relates the events of
Durruti's life as described by other militants in their accounts of struggle.Also,
private documents of Durruti's, his family, and friends. There are detailed footnotes
describing source material at the end of each chapter. A few myths are dispensed with
in this way.

The book is divided into three parts; The Rebel, The Militant, and The Revolution-
ary. This structure details the development of historical events detailing Durruti's
contribution and understanding, not, as it might seen, soe writers fancy about the
development of his character.

In Britain, where the anarchist movement has suffered from the dilluting effects
of pacifism and individualism, the story of Durruti is an inspiration to anyone
whose reactionary bad faith lends them to-refute the social revolution.

Agony norman? you don't know what aaéony is
Apparently some people did not understand the me ng of our last cover. What we

were trying to say is this: Compared to the agony of state violence that working-
class people suffer every day as a direct result of the policies introduced by
Norman Tebbit, and compared to the agony he and every one of us would suffer in
the event of a nuclear war, he has.not suffered anything. For weeks the media was
constantly at Tebbit's bedside (and he is already back to his old self), yet when
2 brothers can only go out every other day because they have only one pair of shoes
between them, or when an unemployed man considers killing himself because his fami-
17 would be financially better off, or when old age pensioners have to make a choi-
oe between eating and keeping warm, the media isn't interested, and neither is
Herman Tebbit. The suicide rate climbs daily because people cannot put up with the
agony of everyday life in Britain in.1985 another day. Their deaths, and the suff-
ering caused tozmillions mre, are deliberately caused by Norman Tebbit. And every
day the agony increases. He is unable to see OUR pain, and callously dismisses it,
he does not know what agony is, he has experienced nothing. s

when Norman.Tebbit talks about violence he speaks with the forked-tongue of all
politicians.

.. __ -'_ " .1.‘-... 1 _.- _
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The following books, pamphlets, and magazines are available from Sheffield Anarchista,
P.O. Box 217, Sheffield. Cheques, P.0.'s, etc should be made out to ‘Sheffield Liberia.
rian Society‘. 2

ABC of Anarchism by Alexander Berkman, dopp, 51.00
A classic and very readable account of Anarohist~Communism.
The Kronstadt Unrising by Ida Mott, 95pp, £1.50
Excellent work on Kronstadt with introduction by Murray bookchin.
_§he German Cuerillag Terror, ReaQ§§pn, and Resistance, 105PP, £2.00
Anarchy in Action by Colin Ward, 152pp, £2.00

. Anarchv by Brrico Kalatesta, 54pp, 75p
Armed Struggle in Italy 96pp, £1.20

‘ Towards a Citizen's Militia by Stuart Christie, 29??» £1.59
1IE;§;flf5;EEt~b65E_aEBEt“tH€ practicalities of armed struggle.
_F1oodgates of Anarchv by Christieeand Meltzer, 160pp, £5.25
A good introduction to tne role of anarchism in the modern world.
Housing; an Anarchist approach by Colin Ward, 200pp. £2.25
The First mavdav by Voltairine de Cleyre, 54pp, £2.00 C
Wildcat Spain Encounters Democracy 150pp, £1.00
Authoritv Hag No Tears poems by G McCrory, 24pp, 40p
Fighters for Anarchism (autobiography) by Steimer and Fleshin, 84pp, £2.00
Karl Marx and the Anarchists by P. Thomas, 406pp, £5.00
The author is a.fiarxist, but the study does show how Kara was influenced by various
Anarchists. A A A
Collectives in the Spanish Revolution by Gaston Leval, 568pp, £5.20
The End of Anarchism? by Luigi Galleani, 6§pp, £2.50
The Refusal of Work 64pp, £1.00 ;i '
with the Peasents of Araxon 145pp,y£2,50
Buffo Amazing tales of political pranks and Anarchic bufoonery £1.00
3chooi"Stoooers Handbook 91 ways to sabotage your school, Donation + SAE
Fitzwilliam Prisoners Aid Committee bulletin K0 1 , Donation over 10p + SAE

Magazines
CLASS WAR - 20p + WORKERS PLAYTEXB AUG '8 - 50p + SAE
ANGRY ~ 20p + Sifi LITTLE BY LITTLE 10p

THE SHEFFIELD ANARCHIST back copies (Vol 5) No‘s 4,5,
Pay What You Like.~

PLEASE sees THAT was PRICES OF BOOKS LISTED ABOVE no NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE. we ARE
PREPARED TO DELIVER sooss BY HAND TO ADDRESSES IN SHEFFIELD. BUT IFlYOU WOULD PREFER
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Are you sick of trying to dodge the pigs on Fargatecso you can get
h01d Of a copy of the paper? Sick of going through all those copies
of ‘Red Drivel‘ to try and find the last ‘Sheffield Anarchist‘ in

_ your local lefty bookshop? why not make it easy for yourself and
- subscribe. For 4 scintillating issues of your favourite Anarchist

mag just send us the trifling sum of £1.50 and we'll send you the
next 4 issues + any other publications we do hot off the press. We
reckon that to cover the cost of printing, postage, envelopes, etc. '

* you're getting a pretty good deal for £T.30. Course if you want to
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